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BenchK pull-up bar beech to wall bars (PB204/PB076)  
 

The removable wooden pull-up bar can be
mounted at different heights and allows
you to perform exercises on different
muscle groups. The wooden pull-up bar is
can be removed if necessary. A well-
designed suspension system provides a
secure hold when the situation requires it.
It can be easily moved or hung in a
different position.

 CHF 199.00  
      

      

The design of the pull-up bar is well thought out and takes into account all the characteristics of the user
and the exercises that will be performed with this sports equipment. All elements have no sharp edges
or protruding parts, so they are well suited for children. The natural materials used do not cause allergic
reactions.

The pull-up bar beech is available in 2 versions:

PB204 pull-up bar made of light beech wood suitable for wooden wall bars BenchK 110
and for metal wall bars in white BenchK 210W/310W/710W.
Chin-up bar PB076 made of dark oiled beech wood suitable for metal bar walls in black
BenchK 210B/310B/710B

The following options fit BenchK pull-up bar PB204:

Wall bars 110/210/310/710
Desk top (BT204/BT204M/BT076M) - beech wood desk top for the pull-up bar creates a stylish
and functional desk for a child or an adult
gymnastic accessories (gymnastic rings and rocking board) (A204/A076) - the accessories are
suitable not only for children, but are also a useful addition to the execution of the exercises for
adults

Design: pull-up bar light: material made of beech wood - pull-up bar dark: pull-up bar is made of wood
lithium beech and are not varnished, but are hand-oiled with two layers of an organic German oil, which
is based on a linseed oil
Color: light beech wood (PB204) / dark beech wood (PB076)
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Dimensions: W65.2cm x H41 x max. D58,4cm
Attachment: to the wall bars (removable)
Weight: 6kg
Maximum user weight: 120kg
Warranty: 2 years for home use

The pull-up bar was manufactured in Poland in accordance with the Pan-European safety standards PN-
EN 12346:2001, PN-EN 913:2019-03 for gymnastic equipment.
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